9 Telephones at Home
Telephone ring indicators
A telephone ring indicator is a device to help let you know when there is a
telephone call. A ring indicator has a louder ring than a telephone and
usually a choice of sounds. Some flash and some have a vibrating pad
option to wake you at night.
The most reliable type of indicator plugs directly into a phone socket. This is
easy to do and can be plugged into any phone socket in the house. The
indicator doesn’t have to be plugged into the same socket as the telephone ‒
in fact, the best approach is to have it where you spend most of your time,
even if that is not where the telephone is.
Wireless versions such as the Signolux are great if you don’t have a telephone
socket nearby.
The RingFlash indicators use an attached ‘microphone’ for sound pickup
instead of direct connection ‒ these ‘hear’ when the phone is ringing.
The Geemarc Amplicall 10 is a compact &
modern design with options of visual alert, sound
or vibration (vibrating pad purchased separately).
With its very reasonable price tag, the Amplicall 10
is our overall best value buy.
The Geemarc Amplicall 20 is the same as the
Amplicall 10 but with the addition of a wireless
doorbell push, allowing it to alert you to visitors at
the door as well as a telephone call.
The RingPlus has a sound pick up sensor which
should be attached over the telephone buzzer. It
offers a good bright strobe and is suitable for use
with most telephones and also door entry
systems. The RingPlus may be used flat or wall
mounted. Our recommended choice when direct
connection is not possible.

Geemarc
Amplicall 20
Geemarc
Amplicall 10

The Signolux has a wireless transmitter which
can be used with any device that makes a loud
noise such as an existing doorbell or door entry
system. It offers a good bright strobe and can be
used freestanding or wall-mounted. A great
wireless solution, that can also be used to alert
you to a range of triggers around the house,
making it a multi-purpose system.
The Connevans PPS433 vibrating pager system
will alert you to the telephone (and other
environmental alerts) wherever you are in the
house or even the garden! Operation is very
straightforward and you carry the pager vibrator
with you. Although at first sight the PPS433 is an
expensive choice, the system offers a
comprehensive integrated solution to all your
alerting needs ‒ it does not require specialist
installation. (See Section 8 ‒ Alerting Devices)

Ring Indicator Accessories

Signolux ring
indicator system

PPS 433

RingPlus

Vibrating pad for Signolux

Vibrating pad for Amplicall 10 & 20

Requires 3 x AA batteries (supplied)

40CLTFVIB
40CLSBVIB2
Each

1+

186

Each

inc VAT

ex VAT

£ 25.00

£ 20.83
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inc VAT

ex VAT

£ 19.19
£ 16.84

£ 15.99
£ 14.03

Prices exclude P&P
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Telephone ring indicator comparison chart
Geemarc
Amplicall 10

Amplicall 20

Connevans

RingPlus

Ring Indicator
system

PPS433

flash, sounder & optional vibrator

flash & sounder

flash, sounder, visual
indicator & optional
vibrator

vibrating pager

Wireless

no

no

4

4

Flash brightness

white LED flash

strong, bright
white strobe

strong white LED flash

n/a

Range of visibility

line of sight only

very wide,
even from side

wide

n/a

Audible sounder

4

4

4

no

Variable volume

4

4

4

n/a

Maximum volume

95dBA

90dBA

90dBA

n/a

Tone adjustment

3 position switch
low/med/high

minimal

15 sounds

n/a

Optional
‒ 40CLSBVIB2 vibrator
purchased separately

no

Optional
‒ 40CLTFVIB vibrator
purchased separately

good/wirefree

no

no ‒ doorbell
available separately

no ‒ doorbell trigger
available separately

flash or sound
flash+sound
off

flash only, sound only,
flash+sound
flash+vibrate
sound+vibrate
off

vibrate only

Wireless doorbell
included

Direct
connection 1

4

no
flash+sound
flash+vibrate
sound+vibrate
off

Choice of settings

4

4

‒ 2.1 m lead

‒ 3 m lead

Power

mains (not
supplied) or
4 x AA batteries
(not supplied)

Size

4

‒ via wireless transmitter

‒ additional doubler
not required

4

4

trigger ‒ 4

mains or
4 x AA batteries
(not supplied)

4

mains or
4 x C batteries
(supplied)

mains

140 x 115 x 45mm

4

no
‒ stick on piezo
5 m lead

4

Wall mountable

115 x 185 x 35mm

144 x 114 x 41mm

pager: 2 x AA
batteries (supplied)
trigger: 1 x PP3
battery (supplied)
pager:
105 x 22 x 60mm

inc VAT

ex VAT

inc VAT

ex VAT

inc VAT

ex VAT

inc VAT

ex VAT

inc VAT

ex VAT

Cost each qty 1-9

£ 29.99

£ 24.99

£ 59.99

£ 49.99

£ 40.00

£ 33.33

£ 92.98

£ 77.48

£ 189.00

£ 157.50

Cost each qty 10-19

£ 26.99

£ 22.49

£ 53.99

£ 44.99

£ 36.00

£ 30.00

£ 91.40

£ 76.17

£ 189.00

£ 157.50

Cost each qty 20+

£ 24.36

£ 20.30

£ 48.73

£ 40.61

£ 30.00

£ 25.00

£ 91.40

£ 76.17

£ 189.00

£ 157.50

Connevans part no.

2

Signolux

Facilities

Vibrating pad

1

Doro

40TCALL10

40TCALL20

40TRINGP

433TELPK 2

42SB4

Direct connection implies suitable for connection to standard BT socket where a plain ordinary telephone or fax machine would operate.
Price includes pager with batteries, charger, telephone trigger and pager belt pouch.

Prices exclude P&P
Shop online www.DeafEquipment.co.uk
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